Motivation: Despite successful applications of data clustering and visualization techniques in molecular sequence identification, current technologies still do not scale to large biological datasets. Results: We address this problem by a new multi-threaded tool, fMLC, primarily developed to cluster DNA sequences, that is supplemented with an interactive web-based visualization component, DiVE. fMLC enabled to compare, cluster and visualize 350K ITS fungal sequences at the species level. It took less than two hours to compare and cluster the dataset, which is twelve times faster than the time reported previously. Availability and implementation: https://github.com/FastMLC/fMLC
Introduction
Clustering techniques have been successfully used for molecular sequence identification. Currently, there are two approaches to improving DNA/protein sequence clustering methods. The first approach aims at improved scalability in terms of runtime and memory use, hence addressing the needs of large-scale data analysis (Edgar, 2010; Fu et al., 2012; Kuzniar et al., 2010; Steinegger and Soeding, 2017) . These methods trade accuracy for efficiency compared to traditional clustering (Vu et al., 2014) . The second approach aims at high accuracy (Bolten et al., 2001 , Wittkop et al., 2010 , however, at the expense of computing a complete similarity matrix (CSM), which is both compute-and memory-expensive for large datasets. In our previous work (Vu et al., 2014) , we proposed a new algorithm, MultiLevel Clustering (MLC) that significantly reduces the number of sequence comparisons while retaining the high accuracy of clustering results. In particular, MLC performed on DNA/protein sequences better than a (strongly-) connected components search (Bolten et al., 2001 ) and transitivity clustering (Wittkop et al., 2010) . Moreover, MLC required significantly less sequence comparisons than the greedy clustering methods, employed by UCLUST (Edgar, 2010) and CD-HIT (Fu et al., 2012) , on all fungal internal transcribed spacer (ITS) sequences from the Genbank database ($180K unidentified and 170K identified sequences of 22K species).
Rigorous data analyses also require effective visualization (Quinn & Keough, 2002) . Several analytical tools for low-dimensional data embedding and visualization have been developed such as the t-SNE (van der Maaten, 2014) and LargeVis (Tang et al., 2016) . Briefly, t-SNE builds a K-nearest neighbor graph to construct a similarity structure from the data and projects the structure into a low dimensional space. LargeVis improves upon t-SNE by providing an algorithm with linear time complexity (O(N)). We aim to demonstrate that it is not essential to compute a CSM to construct a similarity structure from the data. With MLC, a sparse similarity matrix (SSM) can be generated to sufficiently capture the similarity structure.
To this end, we developed a new tool called fast Multi-Level Clustering (fMLC) that i) can efficiently cluster DNA sequences as more DNA barcodes become available, ii) is more efficient in memory use and an order of magnitude faster than our prototype implementation (Vu et al., 2014) , iii) generates a sparse similarity matrix as input for highly-accurate data embedding using LargeVis (Tang et al., 2016) and iv) integrates with an interactive web-based visualization tool, DiVE (Georgievska and Meijer, 2017 ) that aids users in exploratory analyses of large 'embedded' datasets effectively. Using fMLC, we were able to compare, cluster and visualize about 350K ITS fungal sequences at the species level on a commodity computer. 
Implementation
The fMLC tool is implemented in C þþ and supports multithreaded parallelism. fMLC takes DNA sequences in a FASTA file and a list of sequence similarity thresholds to perform clustering at multiple levels using, for example, BLAST-based sequence comparisons (Altschul et al., 1997) . At each level, if the number of sequences is smaller than a given number m, the sequences are clustered using the connected component-based clustering (CCBC) by (Bolten et al., 2001) . Otherwise, the sequences are first divided into blocks and then clustered per block using the greedy clustering (GC) by (Edgar, 2010) . Next, the representative sequences of the groups are reclustered with CCBC and, finally, each sequence is assigned to the group of its representative sequence (Vu et al., 2014) . Further, fMLC is supplemented with DiVE to visualize the resulting DNA sequences-based 2D/3D 'embeddings' in a web browser. DiVE is written in Javascript and makes use of freely available libraries (graphosaurus.js and three.js) to ensure portability across web browsers. In the web-based visualization, data points (DNA sequences) can be colored according to the biological properties (separated by the character 'j') in the FASTA sequence headers. The data points can be further inspected for metadata and/or filtered using advanced (boolean) search functionality. Data visualization using DiVE involves four steps: i) cluster data (e.g. DNA sequences), ii) save the matrices (CSM or SSM obtained through sequence comparisons in the first step), iii) compute the 2D/3D coordinates for each data point from the matrix using LargeVis and iv) visualize the data embeddings in 2D/3D. A SSM is obtained by comparing the representative DNA sequences of the groups at each MLC level while the sequences in each group are compared only at the final level of MLC. Moreover, sequences of a group with similarity scores less than the clustering threshold are compared to further improve the accuracy of LargeVis results. The maximum number of these sequences is ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi n Â K p , where n is the number of sequences and K is the number of K-neighbors used by LargeVis.
Results
The run-time performance and cluster quality of fMLC was evaluated on two fungal datasets: i) the 'small' dataset of 3784 ITS yeast sequences for which the taxonomic information were validated by experts, ii) the 'large' dataset of 344 239 ITS fungal sequences from GenBank. The benchmark experiments were performed in Windows platform of an ordinary PC (64 bit Intel CPU with 3.4 GHz and 8GB RAM) as described in (Vu et al., 2014) . For the Windows version of fMLC, we used our own implementation of BLAST as it has been optimized for in-house developed software that manages all the databases at the Westerdijk Institute.
The clustering quality of fMLC was assessed using the F-measure (Paccanaro et al., 2006) . As ITS similarity scores for yeast species identification are usually high (Vu et al., 2016) , fMLC first clustered the small dataset with a low threshold of 0.95 and then clustered the resulting groups with higher thresholds to predict an optimal threshold that produces the best F-measure for species identification. Figure 1A shows the F-measures obtained by clustering the dataset with thresholds ranging from 0.97 and 1 (with an incremental step of 0.0001) using fMLC, CCBC, GC, UCLUST and CD-HIT. Table 1 shows that fMLC produced the highest best F-measure of 0.8256 in comparisons with the other tools. The runtime performance of fMLC was evaluated by clustering the large dataset with the same parameters as used in (Vu et al., 2014) (i.e. the thresholds of {0.95; 0.9861} and m ¼ 1000). The analysis of this dataset took 105 minutes, which is twelve times faster than reported before.
Further, we compared the accuracies and the runtimes of LargeVis (with default parameters) using SSM versus CSM of the small dataset. The accuracy of an embedding E of a dataset D with respect to a threshold s, is defined by
where n is the number of sequences, K s D (i) is the subset of K-nearest neighbors of sequence i in D which have a similarity score of at least s to i, and K E (i) is the set of K-nearest neighbors of i in E. The SSM was obtained by fMLC using the optimal thresholds {0.95; 0.9914} and m ¼ 100. To optimize the accuracy of LargeVis, low similarity scores of less than 0.5 were removed. As expected, it took LargeVis less time to compute the coordinates of the sequences with SSM than with CSM (101 versus 210 s). Figure 1B shows the embedding accuracies with respect to a threshold s ranging from 0.8 to 1. At high values of s, SSM yields better results than CSM while both SSM and CSM result in low accuracy ($51%) when s ¼ 0.8. This is because many yeast ITS sequences were neighbors to each other at low similarity scores. Figure 2 shows the 3D embeddings of the ITS sequences obtained from both SSM and CSM. The sequences of the same taxonomic class are visually grouped together for both matrices, indicating that ITS could be used to discriminate yeasts at the class level. To visualize the large dataset, it took five hours for LargeVis to calculate the 3D coordinates of the sequences using the SSM obtained by clustering the dataset as above. 
